NiceVision ControlCenter™
Redefining IP Video Security
As a fully integrated software application suite, NiceVision ControlCenter™ provides easy-to-use and highly flexible
management tools for monitoring and controlling security and safety operations in even the most demanding large scale, multisite deployments. NiceVision ControlCenter facilitates the quick and effective detection, realization, action and investigation
of security events, while seamlessly managing the complete range of NiceVision Smart Video Recorders (SVRs), various edge
devices, video analytics and numerous integrations with third-party security systems.
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Configuration & maintenance
With NiceVision ControlCenter, system administrators can
easily define, configure and monitor hardware and software
components such as smart video recorders, encoders, and
analytics channels.

Define and configure
QQ

Video performance such as compression levels, bit-rates,
and resolution            

QQ

User-interface elements – channel names, groups, maps

QQ

Sophisticated VMX behavior with tours, salvos and macros

QQ

Checklists for situation management

Continuously monitor key system
components
SVRs, RAIDs, edge devices management servers:
QQ

Maintenance alarms, self-tests, and extracted alarm reports

QQ

Report, print, and save alarm histories, inventory and audit
information

QQ

Reset servers and perform controlled shutdowns remotely

Secure system access
Highly secured information access is vital for uninterrupted and
highly available security operations.
QQ

Multiple levels of access rights can be assigned across the
entire site to groups of users, or to individuals

Monitoring and review

Managing situations

Powerful investigation

QQ

Protect data consistency and security with a centralized
database

NiceVision ControlCenter’s intuitive user interface gives you immediate
access to any camera, instant replay, and drag-and-drop sharing of
video with your entire team. It makes the most common surveillance
tasks quick and simple, enhancing the efficiency of operations.

Improve the quality and speed of critical decision making with
NiceVision ControlCenter. Its powerful automation features make
detection, verification and the resolution of security events faster and
more effective.

NiceVision ControlCenter provides powerful tools to find the video you
need, quickly and easily.

QQ

Strict password management

QQ

Cryptographically authenticated video

QQ

Multiple profiles for users

QQ

Camera specific permissions including viewing, searching,
replay or reporting

QQ

Alarm management privileges

QQ

Use advanced search options by time, date and camera; by
detected events; or complex conditions
Show events and alerts according to the integrated subsystem

QQ

View any camera, in any location, simply by selecting it from a list,
map or event, or by keying its number directly on the keyboard

QQ

Respond to predefined alerts from NiceVision Analytics, Advanced
VMD, or other security systems such as access control

QQ

Drag-and-drop video to display-walls via an advanced Virtual
Matrix for instant collaboration

QQ

Assign events to the responsible team or operator

QQ

Share event status and information between authorized users

QQ

Synchronized playback and control of multiple cameras

QQ

View live and replayed video on the same screen, at the same time
for rapid event verification

QQ

See the relevant video which is associated to the event instantly

QQ

QQ

QQ

Take control of cameras with familiar PTZ keyboards, on-screen
joysticks, or presets

Drive operation workflow and confirm critical tasks with automatic
checklist display

Automatically filter video to watch relevant events only. For
example, find movement in a particular area within a specific
timeframe

QQ

Run unlimited tours and salvos on workstation monitors or control
room display-walls

Get instant verification — full scenario reconstruction without
searching

QQ

QQ

QQ

QQ

Accelerate understanding with agile replay controls – play &
pause, jog & shuttle – at up to 1024x normal speed

Automatically and optimally display the most relevant live and
recorded video streams

Save commonly used searches for one-click reuse
Quickly spot trends and patterns using timeline view. See how
events on multiple channels relate to each other and find relevant
video fast

QQ

QQ

Jump directly to events using video tags generated by system
triggers such as analytics or event alarms

Create advanced reports and graphs to understand complex
security events, audit operations and more

QQ

Export events for forensic examination to portable media

QQ

Capture and print images for immediate action

QQ

Archive evidence to local or networked storage

QQ

Save and export events for archives or evidence

QQ

Export or print event lists for case management and evidence
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QQ

Get a one-click display of events based on predefined times such
as the last ten minutes, last hour, or last day
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ABOUT NICE
NICE Systems (NASDAQ: NICE), is the worldwide leader of
intent-based solutions that capture and analyze interactions and
transactions, realize intent, and extract and leverage insights
to deliver impact in real time. Driven by cross-channel and
multi-sensor analytics, NICE solutions enable organizations to
improve business performance, increase operational efficiency,
prevent financial crime, ensure compliance, and enhance
safety and security. NICE serves over 25,000 organizations in
the enterprise and security sectors, representing a variety of
sizes and industries in more than 150 countries, and including
over 80 of the Fortune 100 companies. www.nice.com.

ABOUT NiceVision
NiceVision helps leading organizations enhance their security
operations and improve performance using intelligent digital
video solutions. NiceVision integrates real-time analysis, IP
networking, recording and management to enable automatic
threat detection, instant verification, event resolution and
effective investigation.
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